EdS Flow from Admission to Internship

Apply

reapply after 2 years

screening

yes

no

Admission

Formal Admission

1 600 2 640

620

617 622 623 627

635 660 671 681

EIS 607

(+ 20 hours)

Apply

EdS Degree

Superintendent’s Certificate

Apply

655

Apply

Number | Title
--- | ---
EDL 600 | Organizational Leadership
EDL 617 | School Law Study
EDL 620 | Superintendency and Educational Governance
EDL 622 | Management of Administrative Personnel
EDL 623 | Collective Bargaining in Education
EDL 627 | School Business Management
EDL 635 | Educational Facilities
EDL 640 | The Educational Executive
EDL 660 | Instructional Leadership
EDL 671 | Curriculum Theory
EDL 681 | Research in Educational Leadership
EDL 665 | Internship
EIS 607 | Implications of Diversity for Educational Leaders

= Core (required for degree)

= Recommended (when offered)